Celebrity News: Taylor Swift
& Calvin Harris Split, and
Celebs React

By Cortney Moore
In shocking celebrity news, 26-year-old Taylor Swift and 32year-old Calvin Harris are no longer a celebrity couple! The
pair were in a celebrity relationship for 15 months. According
to sources from E! News, the celebrity couple’s romance
fizzled out months ago and Harris was the one who officially
ended the relationship. The news of their split has rocked
social
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media as seen on UsMagazine.com. One fan posted,
Swift and her boyfriend broke up. No one loves anyone.
dead. I’m going to sleep.” It seems that this high
split is more devastating than we realized!

This celebrity news has us sighing
and frowning. What are some ways to
know your relationship has lasting
power?
Cupid’s Advice:
Long lasting relationships are hard to find. At times you may
date someone and truly wonder how long you’ll be together.
Cupid is here to help you determine whether your relationship
will last:
1. Values: In order to make a relationship last, you need to
know what your partner values. Sometimes you can tell if a
relationship has an expiration date if you both value
different things. Learning about what is most important for
your partner to be happy is achieved by having open
communication with each other.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kylie Jenner Is Trying to ‘Stay
Strong’ After Split with Tyga
2. Compatibility: Differences are great, but if you’re too
different from your partner it might not work out. There needs
to be some common ground that bonds you both together in order
to have a successful relationship. There is no fun in being
with someone you’ll constantly bicker or disagree with.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Heard Files for Celebrity
Divorce from Johnny Depp
3. Passion: The best way to make a relationship last is by
loving the person you’re with and wanting to be in their
company. Having passion is a great way to keep your partner
interested. Being bored in a relationship is a tell-tale sign
that it won’t last. Successful relationships know how to have

fun.
How have you made your relationships last? Share your stories
and tips below.

